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Paul's Prison Prayers
192?

the apostle paul exemplified the power of prayer even in the most unlikely of places prison he
modelled spiritual leadership by caring for people through his prayers follow paul s journey by
reading his recorded prison prayers from his letters to the ephesians colossians and philippians
this book will help you to pray effectively for your family friends and colleagues prayer will
transform your life as well as the situations for which you are praying

Paul's Prison Prayers
1964

volume 6 of the bible exposition commentary 6 volume set

Four Prison Prayers of Paul
1983

pray the prayers of the apostle paul and see your life transformed the apostle paul prayed
passionate prayers which ignited the lives of the earliest followers of jesus wendy bowen shares
inspiring thoughts about paul s prayers and how they establish the foundation of our faith and
the kingdom of god in our hearts his prayers will empower you with confidence to know that you
are praying god s will and moving into greater levels of his glory deepen your understanding of
god s power love and blessings receive fresh revelation about how to pray what to pray for and
how to align with god s redemptive purposes in every situation experience the glory of god in
your own life

Las Oraciones de Pablo en la cárcel
2003

reprint of the original first published in 1883

The Discipline of Intercession
2003

the wiersbe bible commentary is a must have for believers wanting a deeper and practical
resource for studying god s word and includes the complete old and new testament genesis to
revelation section by section commentary biblical charts book introductions extended notes
references dr warren wiersbe is one of the most beloved bible teachers with over 40 years of
pastoral experience his bestselling bible commentaries are one of the most trustworthy
resources used by pastors bible teachers and persons interested in knowing more about god s
word his easy to read and insightful explanations provide a comprehensive understanding of the
bible

The Bible Exposition Commentary
2016-07-22

whether you are a pastor teacher or layperson now you can study the bible in easy to read
sections that emphasize personal application as well as biblical meaning developed from dr
wiersbe s popular be series of bible study books this commentary carefully unpacks all of the
new testament the wiersbe bible commentary new testament offers you dr wiersbe s
trustworthy insights on the entire new testaments new biblical images maps and charts
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introductions and outlines for each book of the bible clear readable text that s free of academic
jargon let one of the most beloved and respected bible teachers of our time guide you verse by
verse through the scriptures it s the trusted reference you ll love to read

Paul's Prayers
2024-01-18

the letters paul wrote to the ephesians philippians colossians and philemon have one feature in
common that distinguishes them from the other letters he wrote in them paul calls himself a
prisoner this thought provoking study examines closely the metaphorical and literal meaning of
paul s bonds and chains through analysis of the letters themselves caird considers whether paul
was actually behind bars when he wrote them and if so in which prison or prisons whether he
may have been referring to himself figuratively as a prisoner of jesus christ and whether he was
the actual author of all four letters in assessing these issues caird outlines each letter s intended
audience vocabulary style historical setting literary references and theology

Gleams from Paul's Prison
2023-06-09

for casual reading or in depth study paul s prison epistles offers a fresh approach to time
honored biblical principles from a new perspective the historical setting in which ephesians
colossians philemon and philippians were written in the 1st century is in many ways very similar
to the 21st century this new books presents a relevant clear and concise verse by verse study of
the biblical text paul s prison epistles contains over 200 references to related scripture it also
reflects the use of an extensive bibliography offering students of the bible a broader view of paul
s work paul s prison epistles provides the pastor and teacher with helpful outlines and
comments that will will enhance their ministry

Wiersbe Bible Commentary 2 Vol Set
1976

inspiration from the apostle paul on how to pray bold exciting prayers inspiration from the
apostle paul on how to pray bold exciting prayers so many of us struggle with prayer many
books have been written on the subject and there s a reason for that prayer comes hard to most
of us in most seasons and when we do pray we often don t know what to say what is it that my
father loves to hear about what are the best things i could pray for my family my church and
myself this short book by renowned bible teacher alistair begg combines warmth clarity humour
and practicality as he examines paul s prayers for his friends in the church in ephesus paul
clearly enjoyed prayer and was excited about it he expected his father in heaven to hear what
he said and to act in other people s lives accordingly the truths that underpin and shape his
prayers will motivate us to pray and set us an example so be inspired by the apostle paul to
pray bigger and better prayers as we look to our heavenly father to do more than all we ask or
imagine

The Wiersbe Bible Commentary: New Testament
2004-11-01

this commentary written from a distinctively pentecostal perspective is primarily for pastors lay
persons and bible students it is based upon the best scholarship written in popular language and
communicates the meaning of the text with minimal technical distractions this author offers a
running exposition on the text and extended comments on matters of special significance for
pentecostals he acknowledges and interacts with alternative interpretations of individual
passages and his commentary also provides periodic opportunities for reflection upon and
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personal response to the biblical text

Paul's Letters from Prison
2019-05-01

we live in an age when everyone is trying to live richer fuller lives we re told to buy this try that
eat those and say no to the rest as if that s all we need to do to make our lives complete two
thousand years ago the church at colossae faced similar challenges the apostle paul wrote a
letter outlining the only way we can live complete lives christ what can we learn today from this
ancient church called by many scholars the most profound letter paul ever wrote colossians
warrants a careful faithful study in this short but exciting letter paul makes the case for the
supremacy of christ in all things best selling author and teacher warren wiersbe calls your
attention to paul s essential thoughts on living a complete life christ alone in this easy to use
commentary on colossians

Paul's Prison Epistles
2020-01-29

prayer can have great effects if we are devoted to spending the time on our knees before our
father god throughout the history of the bible the greatest men of those ancient truths were all
men who were willing to pray to affect change in their world and to draw closer to their lord and
saviour this book shows how all these great men approached prayer and the changes it can
bring out our own lives

Pray Big
1977

praying people will always change the world in this wonderful classic book about prayer author
edward m bounds clearly identifies those throughout the bible who knew the importance of
praying to god from joshua and jacob and samuel and samson to daniel and david and peter and
paul the sidnificance that prayer made in the lives of biblical men is unquestionable prayer is the
difference between bictory and defeat between communication with and isolation from god
hezekiah had hardly finished his prayer and isaiah was just about to go home when god gave
him another message for hezekiah this time one more pleasant and encouraging the mighty
force of prayer had affected god and had changed his edict and reversed him in his purpose
concerning hezekiah what is that which prayer cannot do what is it which a praying man cannot
accomplish through prayer learn how you can be vitorious through praying such as those men in
the bible who overcame great odds to fulfill their destinies in god

Ephesians
2010-01-01

find time tested wisdom for becoming a person of deep meaningful prayer j oswald sanders
offers an essential guide that explores the vital elements of prayer worship thanksgiving
confession petition and intercession complete with model prayers and illuminating questions the
power of transforming prayer is the authoritative work for helping you discover new intimacy
with god in prayer

Prayers from Prison
2016-11-26

awake to worship with the morn and consecrate thy day new born again at eve in prayer be
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found as shadows curtain earth around the purpose of awake my heart is to aid in constant and
practical communication with god and to present christians with solid thought provoking
devotional material

Be Complete (Colossians)
1883

in a world with a religion to meet every diverse mood today s christians are no different from
those of ancient colossae fighting jewish legalism mixed with eastern philosophies and
gnosticism paul called on the colossian church to stop partaking in the misguided religious
practices of their day and to find the one true faith in his profound scholarly letter paul warned
the people of their heretical practices his prevailing theme is the preeminence of christ paul
knew that if the colossians grasped even a glimpse of the fullness of god they would seize hold
of their true identity and stop looking elsewhere for spiritual fulfillment in this bible study based
on his original commentary on colossians seasoned pastor dr warren w wiersbe challenges
twenty first century believers in another age of religious tolerance using paul s response to
heresy as one example you will learn how to respond diplomatically yet boldly to the falsehood
that aims to corrupt our faith today

Prayer and Praying Men
2011-07-28

john phillips writes with enthusiasm and clarity cutting through the confusion and heretical
dangers associated with bible interpretation moody magazine

Gleams from Paul's Prison, Or, Studies for the Daily Life
in the Epistle to the Philippians
1889

as disappointing and difficult as your incarceration may be there is always hope and a spiritual
solution in your desperation take time to be still put your anxieties to rest and draw close to god
he is very near and will meet you at your point of need this book will help you discover that the
god of all comfort is near to the brokenhearted and discouraged god will turn your despair into
hope your darkness into light and your doubts into faith what other prisoners have written about
prayers by a prisoner price puts our deepest questions about walking with god through this
darkness into perspective every prisoner must read this book jason chapman federal prisoner i
ve been arrested forty nine times and have read many books in jail and prison i ve read this
book three times already and i feel like i need to read it again and again this book on prayer
helped me understand that god loves me no matter what i ve done terry buck federal prisoner
after struggling with years of depression bad decisions and lots of prison time chapter twelve
has changed my entire thought process if you read nothing else read chapter twelve chapters
fourteen and fifteen are very powerful too david mcnutt after over thirty arrests and being in
and out of jail sice i was thirteen this book helped me finally understand why i am making so
many impulsive and irrational decisions i did not understand that god loved me this way my life
is now being transformed johnny hill federal prisonerfrom the introduction i want to explain that
i am a fellow struggler in christ i am not infallible and thankfully i have abandoned the god
complex my flaws and mistakes are obvious and i say along with the apostle paul that i am the
chief of all sinners this book is not about any extra ordinary knowledge or insight that i have
attained it is simply about the practices and habits that god has led me to develop to make the
most of my time in prison and the remainder of my life i am a learner an avid reader and a
lifelong student of contemplative prayer i am always asking god to make the necessary changes
that he knows i need to implement in order for me to conform to the image of christ just
because i am a christian does not mean i am without troubles pain and suffering we all know the
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affliction and darkness we experience in prison we have been through the inhumane harsh and
brutal process of eternal condemnation we are alienated isolated and despised by society our
names have become a reproach the odds of any kind of comeback are stacked against us the
world looks upon us as pariah and with contempt many of us are rejected and forsaken and we
wrestle with feelings of deep loneliness abandonment and overwhelming regret we wonder if
there is any hope the good news is that jesus repeatedly gave dignity back to the despised
others may look at us with scorn but jesus makes us human again here is the bottom line god
knows every thought we have ever had every step we ve ever taken and every word we ve ever
spoken he knows the intentions of our hearts he knows all the things we ve seen and done that
make us want to run hide and even die and yet he still loves us jesus is a friend and lover of
sinners like you and me and there is nothing we can do to make him stop loving us he meets us
where we are he disciplines and corrects us when necessary he forgives our past he overwhelms
us with his love and he gives us an eternal home in heaven nothing can separate us from his
infinite love because of this we can say along with the psalmist i will not die but live and tell of
the works of the lord the lord has didciplined me severely but he has not given me over to death
psalm 118 17 19 included as a supplement is a five chapter preview of my memoir hope is not
my enemy which details my life story and the failure of my securities business and mbt bank

Prayer and Praying Men (Authentic Original Classic)
2019-10-25

here are 8 prominent women in leadership in canada who are led by god s spirit who have come
forward to serve as mentors and models for others as successful godly canadian women each is
a distinguished leader in her field willing to share the unique stories and lessons of their
journeys communicating with utmost authenticity and integrity be inspired and edified

Christmastide in St. Paul's
2017-01-10

praying for god s power in your times of need life s storms serve as sharp reminders of our
profound need for god s strength but how do we pray when the trials we face bring us to our
knees and how do we cry out to god when we don t know how to put our heart s trouble into
words from author and pastor james merritt the god who hears is a 40 day journey designed to
help you seek the lord in every circumstance guiding you through the apostle paul s prayers
from prison dr merritt illuminates how these petitions and praises provide a model for
communicating with god today enabling you to draw nearer to him as you trust his perfect
ability to meet your every need no matter the challenges you face the god who hears is an
inspiring reminder of the power and privilege the lord has given us through prayer rooted in
scripture this encouraging devotional provides insightful teaching and practical takeaways
equipping you to pray through hardship with clarity and confidence

The Power of Transforming Prayer
2012-11-12

being church behind prison walls survival theology prisoners and policymakers by karl robinson
being church behind prison walls survival theology prisoners and policymakers is a survivalist
practical ministry manifesto for incarcerated black men their families and religious social
policymakers the book probes the question of what love looks like in a disgusting prison setting
and demonstrates how religious and social policymakers can improve rehabilitation initiatives
readers will be inspired to think about prison reform in fresh ways using the centered prayer
model religious imagination and self help initiatives rooted in historical memory
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Awake My Heart
2003-12-16

this title includes the following features factual accounts of prisoners experiences introduction to
the closed world of the prison prayers and meditations rooted in reality crucial material for all
involved in prison ministry

The Wiersbe Bible Study Series: Colossians
1993-06

edited by david platt daniel l akin and tony merida this new commentary series projected to be
48 volumes takes a christ centered approach to expositing each book of the bible rather than a
verse by verse approach the authors have crafted chapters that explain and apply key passages
in their assigned bible books readers will learn to see christ in all aspects of scripture and they
will be encouraged by the devotional nature of each exposition projected contributors to the
series include notable authors such as russell d moore al mohler matt chandler francis chan
mark dever and others

Exploring the Epistle of James
2017-05-08

letters written under difficult circumstances are writings that reveal what is most important to
the writer pauls prison letters are no exception they show the depth of his spiritual
understanding in particular he reveals his deep appreciation of who jesus christ is in the opening
chapter of ephesians and in the christ hymns of philippians 2 and colossians 1 as is customary
with paul we read first about the doctrinal foundations of our faith once the doctrinal foundation
has been taught we move to the practical outworking of the truths this truth is not so that we
have a head knowledge of the faith but is something intended to change our behaviour in
ephesians paul discusses our position in christ that we are seated in heavenly places in him as
the basis for our christian walk and warfare in philippians two words or word groups are
prominent joy and mind christians are to have the same mind as christ earnestly following his
example it is for good reason that paul says let this mind be in you which was also in christ jesus
then we can rejoice in the lord colossians teaches that following a set of rules is not the way to
follow christ while the letter to philemon is a plea on behalf of a converted slave

The Apostle Paul's Letters from Prison
2017-01-01

sherwood baptist church pastor catt executive producer of the hit films facing the giants and
fireproof emphasizes the power of persistent prayer in every facet of life

Prayers by a Prisoner
2024-03-05

carefully crafted sermon ideas from an accomplished speaker for a wide range of preaching
occasions

Faith, Life and Leadership
2022-06-29

the best selling author of god s psychiatry presents the 45th anniversary edition of his practical
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comforting guide to effective prayer

The God Who Hears
1863

ephesians has a real texan feel to it it s big really big big on blessings big on peace and
reconciliation big on prayer big on church big on marriage big on relationships big on handling
conflict above all big on grace and big on god a commentary of ephesians the genius of grace is
the fourth book in the truth for today series sam gordon s book is nothing short of a classic
commentary on ephesians it is written with excellence charles stanley senior pastor first baptist
church of atlanta every time i read a book by sam gordon i am instructed blessed and
challenged woodrow kroll president back to the bible international a welcome addition to my
library i found it hard to put down its message is inspirational and potentially life changing
harvey thomas cbe chairman fellowship of european broadcasters invaluable to any preacher
and a treasure for every reader val english portstewart baptist church a well illustrated look at a
life transforming letter mark thomas director capernwray hall sam has the ability to dig deep
theological wells that yield clear refreshing truth this one is worth having and worth reading
stephen davey senior pastor colonial baptist church cary nc

Being Church Behind Prison Walls
1998

amid a society where wealth is often the measurement of success popular author warren
wiersbe unpacks the book of ephesians to prove the countercultural nature of the gospel
through helpful illustrations and analysis he opens your eyes to the riches that believers already
have frequently without knowing or taking advantage of them ultimately believers have
salvation and with this gift comes many other blessings you have the holy spirit empowering you
for the work of the kingdom you have the necessary spiritual armor fighting off enemy attacks
you have never fading wealth promising eternity with a perfect god not only has god given you
the engagement ring of his holy spirit as a promise for eternal bliss but you already have the
victory that christ bought on your behalf perhaps you don t know how rich you are yet you ll
soon see that the tangible things of this life can never amass an eternal fortune

S. Paul's Epistles ... With ... Explanatory Notes, Practical
Thoughts, and Prayers ... By Edward Headland and Henry
Barclay Swete
2013-08-01

with the one year pray for the persecuted bible you will read through the whole bible in one year
as you also pray daily for believers around the world who are suffering because of their faith this
bible provides the structure to help you read god s life changing word in the trusted new living
translation in just 15 minutes a day it includes daily prayer prompts to help you intercede for
people who are persecuted because of their faith in jesus christ and full color designed pages
that feature the stories of six persecuted christians who boldly witness for christ amid great risk
and adversity a full color fold out map highlights the restricted nations and hostile areas where
the voice of the martyrs vom serves persecuted christians and includes short summaries of each
month s prayer theme as well as photos from vom s work around the world these insert pages
will inspire you to a deeper commitment to christ and help draw you into fellowship with
persecuted believers the one year pray for the persecuted bible will help you apply the
principles of god s unchanging word to effective prayer
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Prayers for People in Prison
2016-06-30

the imitation of saint paul takes us behind the headlines of his career and offers a fresh
compelling contemporary look at the man who changed the world when the exemplary apostle
got into the face of his converts he bluntly held up his own life as the pattern for theirs how risky
is that the purpose of this readable work with a modern twist is to discover how paul viewed his
divine commission and how he managed to survive incredible obstacles and hardships that
threatened to undo him what elements in the apostle s life made him the man he was how does
his life become the format of ours what changes can we make to follow in his footsteps this work
serves as both an introduction to the apostle for those new to the christian faith and as a
healthy reminder for those who want to go deeper in their obedience to and service for christ

Exalting Jesus in 1 & 2 Timothy and Titus
2009

Letters Written from Prison
2003-09

The Power of Persistence
2018-08-19

100 New Testament Sermon Outlines
2012-11-12

All Things Are Possible Through Prayer
2021-11

The Genius of Grace
2013-08-07

The Wiersbe Bible Study Series: Ephesians

The One Year Pray for the Persecuted Bible NLT
(Softcover)
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The Imitation of Saint Paul
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